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I. basics 

2 Geological Mapping Project within Dawn Mission 

 one aim is generating global geologic maps of the asteroid Vesta and the 
dwarf planet Ceres.  

 for interpretative mapping the bodies were divided into different 15 
quadrangles 

 ONE responsible mapper was assigned for each quadrangle. 

 

The question is, 

how the 15 individual mappers can generate  
one homogenous GIS-based project   

(w.r.t. geometrical and visual character) representing one  
geologically-consistent f inal map. 
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Set of RULES 

 Define minimum scale and mapping distances 

 Define expected objects and units 

 Same visual and textual description for the same objects and units  
   symbol catalogue and object attributes  

 Describe objects and mapping results  
   metadata description 

 Use the same mapping environment  
   template  

 

The TEMPLATE based on 

 requirements for data storage and database management, 

 standards for digitizing, visualization,   
and data management,  

 the individual requirements for mapping Ceres. 
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… is developed within ArcGIS 10.3 -10.5 

… is compatible to earlier version 

… is extendable and modifiable  
(based on user requests!) 

… is transferable to other GIS  
(e.g. QGIS) with some adjustment and  
database systems like PostgreSQL 



… handle different projections ( like Mollweide, Lambert Conic Conformal, Stereographic) 

… contains predefined data tables with partly domain-controlled attributes 

… linked to standardized cartographic symbols based mainly on FGDC. 

II. the template 
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… metadata description for systematic archiving of the maps 
based as far as possible on established standards (PDS, FGDC). 



III. results 

… exporting map to graphical software and use a predefined map sheet.  



III. results 

… these map sheets are finished and submitted for publication. 



III. results 

the final map package; it contains 

 

… layer files  
contain the cartographic visualization stored for every individual thematic 
layer (*.lyr). Especially helpful for comparable cartographic visualization. 
 
… shapes  
are extracted from the filegeodatabase using in other GIS environments 
(*.shp) to make the map data transferable to other GI-systems. 
 

… projection files  
described the four primary projections are stored for visualizing the global 
data set in different views. 
 
… project files  
are created as *.mxd, *.mpk and *.lpk, which shows the whole mapping 
project within a proprietary (partly compressed) ArcGIS document.  
 
… image files  
show 1. cartographic legend of the global map, and 2. a map sheet of the 
global geologic dataset conducted by the merged quadrangle maps. 
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… these final global map sheets showing the 15 merged data sets. 



V. benefit but …. 

Using such a template  

 maps are using one visual and structural (regarding GIS- and database) language 

 

 the map results are more comparable and better controllable.  

 

 Merging and synchronization of the individual maps,  
map projects and sheets will be far more efficient .  

 

 Reusable map results and map databases for future sciences  
 e.g. longtime storage on within archiving systems like PDS, PDA etc. 
or connection to PlanMAP, VESPA etc. 

 

 Easily adapted to other planetary body and or within future discovery 
missions 



However, while the map template provides the  

 technical framework (this time proprietary) 

and allows for  

 consistency,  

 human interaction,  

 iteration 

 and a certain degree of flexibility,  

a homogenization of the global interpretation is still indispensable in order to 
arrive at common approach and understanding of mapping boundaries.  

 

Thus, a  
 final scientific review and  

 subsequent adjustment of remaining cartographic issues 

would allow the creating of the homogenous and unified map product.  
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THAT´S IT AND 
THANKS! 
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